
Release notes  
Velos version 5.49.13.364 - 5.49.16.408 

 Bugfix in animal overview during feed start 

 Fix responsive tables 

 System attention “One or more MPC are not communicating” too sensitive 

 Bugfix in show all selected animals from a list on the barn map 

 Firefox Health and management charts issue fixed  

 “Smarttag not working properly” falsely notified at Animals to check attention list  

 Feeding in Farm overview not correct 

 Incorrectly creating animals with Sorting units resolved 

 No calendar alerts for Unknown animals (?) 

 Beacon Alarms were not correctly displayed on the system attention page 

 Trend indicator in herd performance widget improved 

 Fix milk session times after update to 5.49 

 Multi language support for online help added 

 Calendar alerts were not cleared correctly when animals were removed 

 2-3 Way sorter already determines animal direction when responder is detected 

 Fix problem with Smarttag data when the animals responder is changed  

 Max length for BI usernames expanded to 30 characters  

 Use text buttons consistently throughout the user interface 

 2-3 Way Sorter if sensor is not detecting cows, generate a warning and continue 

 Several minor bug fixes 
 
Velos version 5.49.16.409 - 5.49.17.440 

 Bug in showing cubicle in V-paint resolved 

 Online help is available for Swedish, Danish and Czech 

 Possibility to send email notifications when automatic backup failed restored 

 When entering a keep open and not pregnant event simultaneously, the 
reproduction state will be keep open 

 If group correction is switched on, show correct data in text overview 

 Show number of animal separations correctly on milk place controller 

 Chinese (simplified) translation updated 

 Bug when performing a feed start during 'daylight saving time gap'  resolved 

 Bug in combining external feed amounts and a Velos feed plan in the same 
installation resolved 

 ‘Beware you are trying to downgrade V-pack firmware’ message 

 Mongolian translation added 
 

  



 
Velos version 5.49.16.441 - 5.49.17.469 

 No group/pen was shown at animals in calendar attention lists 

 Show error message when assigning a calibration responder if it is already in 
use 

 Miniature CPS plan fades away after a while to improve visibility of the entire 
map 

 Separation rules for animals >999999 can be added 

 2-3 way sorter did not display animals to separate and separated animals 
 

 


